Refugee: Week 6 Vocabulary Terms (Pages 253-317)

Look up the following terms and match the term with the best definition given below.

   1. conspirator       a. a large pot
   2. odyssey           b. a feeling of great happiness and excitement
   3. oblivious         c. a situation in which a group of people (such as sailors or soldiers) refuse to obey orders and try to take control away from the person who commands them
   4. exertion          d. to feel sorry for someone who is in a bad situation: to feel sympathy for someone because you understand that person's problems
   5. euphoria          e. not conscious or aware of someone or something
   6. cauldron          f. a person who is involved in a secret plan to do something harmful or illegal
   7. sympathize        g. the act of attacking and stealing from a ship at sea
   8. parasite          h. physical or mental effort
   9. piracy            i. a long journey full of adventures
  10. mutiny            j. an animal or plant that lives in or on another animal or plant and gets food or protection from it

Synonyms: Which of the vocabulary words above would be an synonym for the word below?  Antonyms: Which of the vocabulary words above would be an antonym for the word below?

11. dependent: __________________________  14. unhappiness: __________________________
12. expedition: __________________________  15. obedience: __________________________
13. accomplice: __________________________  16. disapprove: __________________________

Write an original sentence for the words below. Be sure the sentence you write pertains to the characters, plot or some other aspect of the novel Refugee. Use a loose-leaf sheet of paper to complete any sentences if needed.

17. Parasite

18. Oblivious

19. piracy

20. cauldron
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Look up the following terms and match the term with the best definition given below.

| F 1. conspirator | a. a large pot |
| I 2. odyssey     | b. a feeling of great happiness and excitement |
| E 3. oblivious    | c. a situation in which a group of people (such as sailors or soldiers) refuse to obey orders and try to take control away from the person who commands them |
| H 4. exertion    | d. to feel sorry for someone who is in a bad situation: to feel sympathy for someone because you understand that person's problems |
| B 5. euphoria    | e. not conscious or aware of someone or something |
| A 6. cauldron    | f. a person who is involved in a secret plan to do something harmful or illegal |
| D 7. sympathize  | g. the act of attacking and stealing from a ship at sea |
| J 8. parasite    | h. physical or mental effort |
| H 9. piracy      | i. a long journey full of adventures |
| C 10. mutiny     | j. an animal or plant that lives in or on another animal or plant and gets food or protection from it |

**Synonyms:** Which of the vocabulary words above would be an synonym for the word below?

11. dependent: parasite
12. expedition: odyssey
13. accomplice: conspirator

**Antonyms:** Which of the vocabulary words above would be an antonym for the word below?

14. unhappiness: euphoria
15. obedience: mutiny
16. disapprove: sympathize

Write an original sentence for the words below. Be sure the sentence you write pertains to the characters, plot or some other aspect of the novel Refugee. Use a loose-leaf sheet of paper to complete any sentences if needed.
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20. **cauldron**